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Abstract. Neoclassical transport is studied for LHD configurations in which the magnetic a3ds has
been shifted radially by determining the mono-energetic transport coefficient and the effective helical
ripple. With respect to the transport in the long mean free path collisionality region - the so called
11v transport -, the optimum configuration is found when the magnetic a3ds has a major radius of
3.53m, which is 0.22m inward shifted from the 'standard" configuration of LHD. In the optimized
case, the eective helical ripple is very small, remaining below 2 inside 45 of the plasma radius.
This indicates that a strong iward shift of the magnetic axis in the LHD can diminish the neoclassical
transport to a level typical of so-called 'advanced stellarators'.
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The existence of the 11v regime, in which the for good plasma performance, i.e. good particle con-

neoclassical transport coefficients are inversely pro- finement, high plasma beta, and the presence of a

portional to the collision frequency, increases the divertor. However, a relatively large effective helical

neoclassical particle and heat transport in non- ripple ests in this configuration and further opti-

axisymmetric devices to levels far above those of mization of neoclassical transport is possible if we

axisymmetric tokamaks in the fusion-relevant long- exclude the ideal MHD stability condition.

mean-free-path (mfp) regime. Thus, the reduction of LHD experiments were started in 1998 and have

neoclassical transport is one of the key issues for any shown good plasma performance[5]-[7]. The experi-

future fusion reactor based on a non-axisymmetric ments have been performed not only in the standard

configuration. Recently, efforts have been under- configuration ,,, = 3.75m) but also in the 'inward

taken to find configurations having both significantly shifted" configuration (R.. -_ 3.6m), in which the

reduced neoclassical tran port and good MHD sta- ideal MHD stability analysis predicts instability.

bility, s-called 'advanced stellarators". Interestingly, however, no degradation of the pl

The Large Helical Device HD)[11 has been con- confinement has been obsexved in the experimen-

structed as a standard heliotron type device but has tal plasma of the R.. = 3.6m configuration and,

a great deal of configurational flexibility. For exam- furthermore, the energy confinement is found to be

ple, it is possible to shift the plasma horizontally, better than that of the R, = 3.75m ase[8]. The

moving the magnetic axis position inward or outward similar improvement of plasma confinement in the

relative to the center of the helical coils by alter- inward shifted configuration has also observed in the

ing the axisymmetric poloidal fields. Many configu- CHS[9]. These facts suggest that the MHD stabil-

rations were investigated while designing the LHD ity problem is not a severe one for plasma confine-

and it was found that as the magnetic axis is shifted ment in heliotron and makes it reasonable to consider

inwards (outwards), the properties of the collisionless shifting the magnetic axis further inwards where fur-

trapped-partide confinement and neoclassical trans- ther improvement of the neoclassical transport can

port are improved (deteriorated) 2) 31, while ideal be expected in LHD. Actually, LHD can be operated

MHD stability is worsened (improved)[4). in the configuration shifting the magnetic aids from

Ultimately, the design team of LHD proposed a 3.45m to 4.05m.

configuration called the 'standard' configuration, In this paper we study the eoclassical transport

with the magnetic axis at a major radius of R. = in strongly inward-shifted configurations of the LHD

3.75m. This configuration satisfies te requirements and find a oodassical-transport-optimized configu-
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ration by evaluating a mono-energetic neoclassical variation of the magnetic field strength along a mag-
transport coefficient. In order to compare the neo- netic field line (right) Three typical cases are plotted
classical transport properties of this optimized con- with different magnetic axis position, R, = 3.75m
figuration with those of "advanced stellarators", an (top) , 3.6m (middle), 3.53m (bottom), where (m, n)
effective helical ripple, Etff, is also evaluated from represents the Fourier components of the magnetic
the transport coefficients obtained. The neoclassical field, B..... .with the poloidal mode number, m, and
transport coefficient in the 11v regime is proportional the toroidal mode number, n, in Boozer coordinates.
to 63/2 and the neoclassical transport in the lmfp In the R.. = 3.75m case there are two dominanteff
regime can be easily estimated by the value of f f. components, the main helical curvature term, B2,10,

We evaluate a mono-energetic local transport and the toroidal curvature term, B1,0, and an addi-
coefficient using DCOM (Iliffusion _Oefficient cal- tional small component Bjo, which is a side band
culator by Monte-Carlo method)(101 in which test term of B2,10. The variation of the magnetic field
particle orbits axe followed solving the equations of strength shows modulations with long and short peri-
motion in Boozer coordinates and the transport coef- ods due to the two dominant components. This is the
ficient is evaluated statistically from the mean square typical behavior of the magnetic field variation in a
displacement of the particles. Thus, DCOM can be heliotron device.
applicable to the local neoclassical transport analy- Shifting the magnetic axis inwards to R..,
sis and the global simulation code, e.g. GNET[111, 3.6m, two side bands of the main helical curvature
should be applied in the case where the large orbit term, ,10 and B3,10, increase and their amplitudes
size of trapped particle plays an important role. become comparable to that of B1,0. Then the behav-

The diffusion coefficients are evaluated for config- ior of the magnetic field variation changes and the
urations with different magnetic axis positions, R.., minima of the helical ripples have nearly the same
at three different normalized plasma radii; r/a = B value. This indicates that the Ra., = 3.6m config-
0.25, 05, and 0.75. In this study -we assume elec- uration conforms to a or-optin-Lized" field[121, where
trons as test particles with an energy of 3keV. The the neoclassical transport is significantly improved
magnetic field is set to 3T at the magnetic axis. relative to a standard hellotron configuration. As a
We select two typical ollision frequencies, v; one is result, the neoclassical transport coefficient of the
v = 316 x 101sec-1, at which a keV electron is in Ra., = 3.6m case is about ten times lower than that
the 11v regime and the other is = 316 x 105SM-1, of the R.. = 3.75m case (Fig. 1).
at which the electron is the plateau regime. Fig- A further inward shift of the magnetic axis
ure shows the normalized mono-energetic tran port increases the toroidal mirror term, ,10, in addition
coefficients, D'(= DID,), in the I W and the plateau to the two side band terms for the Ra, = 3.53m case.
regimes. The transport coefficients are normalized by The variation of the magnetic field shows that the
the plateau value of the equivalent circular tokamak, minima of the helical ripples are no longer constant
Dp = ,r/16) (V31tRW1)' where v, R, and w, are and that the ripple becomes very small on the outsideC
the electron velocity, the major radius, the rotational of the device. A similar behaviour of the magnetic
transform, and the cyclotron frequency, respectively. field variation is also seen in optimized helias config-

We can see a strong reduction of the diffusion coef- urations, in which an iportant role of the toroidal
ficient by shifting the magnetic axis inwards from mirror term has been discussed[13]. In analogy, the
R,,., = 3.75m and an optimum point is found around increase in the two side bands of the main helical
R,,, = 3.53m in the 11v regime in Fig. (top). Inter- term and the toroidal mirror term improve the neo-
estingly, the radial dependence of the optimum as classical transport in the R., = 3.53m configuration
position is weak and the optimum positions are at beyond that of the a-optimized R.. = 3.6m case.
R.. = 3.53m in the r/a = .5 and 075 cases, and at In the plateau regime (bottom of Fig. 1) the dif-
RL, = 3.54m in the r/a = 025 case. Thus, although fusion coefficient decreases monotonically by shifting
a bit arbitrary, we sall define the R.. = 3.53m the magnetic axis inwards. This is due to the reduc-
configuration as the neoclassical-transport-optimized tion of B1,0, and also the coupling of the toroidal
configuration of the LHD. and helical contributions by B,10[10] A similar cou-

The shift of the magnetic axis alters the magnetic pling of the toroidal and helical contributions in
field configuration in flux coordinates. Figure 2 shows the plateau regime is also found in helias configu-
the Fourier spectrum of the magnetic field as a ftmc- ration[14].
tion of the normalized plasma radius (left) and the Figure 3 shows the mono-energetic transport coef-
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ficients at half of the plasma radius as a function of 15] Fujiwara, M., et al., Nucl. Fusion 39 1999) 1659.
the normalized ollision frequency, v(= vRlvt) in [6] Motojima, 0, et al., Phys. Plasrow 6 1999) 1843.
the three configurations; R._ = 3.53m, 3.6m, and [71 Fujiwara, M, et al., Nucl. Fusion 40 2000) 1157.
3.75m. We can see a strong reduction of the transport [8] Yamada, H., et al., Nucl. Fsion 41 2001) 901.
coefficient in both the 11v and plateau regimes as the [9] OkELmura, S., et al., Nucl. usion 39 1999) 1337.
magnetic axis is shifted inwards. In the R.., = 3.53m [101 Wakasa, A., et al., J. Plasma usion Res. SRIES

configuration the neoclassical transport in the l1v 4 2001) 408.
[111 Murakami, S., et al., Nucl. usion 40 2000) 693.

regime is about 30 times lower than that of the [12] Mynick, H.E., Chu, T.K., and Boozer, A.H., Phys.
R.., = 3.75m configuration. This iustrates that neo- Rev. Lett. 48 1982) 322.
classical transport can be improved drastically by a 113] Maafiberg, H., Lotz, W., Nihrenberg, J., Phys. Flu-
strong inward shift of the magnetic axis in the LHD. ids 5 1993) 3728.

In order to compare the neoclassical transport [14] Beidler, C.D. and Maa6berg, H., in Theory of usion
level with that of other devices, the effective heli- Plasmas (Proc. Joint Varenna-Lausanne Interna-
cal ripple for l/v transport, f f , is evaluated by the tional Workshop, Varenna, 1996), Editrice Compos-
relation between the transport coefficients and col- itori, Bologna 1996) 375.
lision frequency in the 11v regime. Figure 4 shows [15] Hirshman, S.P., et al., Phys. Fluids 29 1986) 2951.
the radial profile of ff in the R.. = 3.53m con- 116] Maafterg, H., et al., Phys. Fluids 5 1993) 3627.
figuration evaluated by DCOM, DKES[15][161 and [17] Beidler, C.D. and Maafiberg, H., Plasma Phys. Con-

trol. usion 4 2001) 1131.
a recently developed analytic formula by C.D. Bei- [18] Maafiberg, H., Beidler, C.D., and Sirnmet, E.E.,
dler, et. a[lj. All three results show a very small Plasma Phys. Control. usion 41 1999) 1135.
value of ff with the values obtained less than %
up to /a = .5 and less than 2 up to r/a = .8.
Beyond r/a = .8, -,ff increases rapidly up to .
This result indicates that the neoclassical transport
properties of the Ra. = 3.53m configuration are com.-
parable with those of 'advanced stellarators". Addi-
tionally the rapid increase of ff at the plasma edge
would be advantageous for density control in a reac-
tor, which has been identified as a potential problem
for certain helias-type reactors[181-

In this study, vacuum fields have been chosen to
illustrate the ftmdamental properties of a strongly
inward-shifted configuration. The Shafranov shift at
finite plasma pressure leads to a deterioration in the
confinement but can be partially compensated by
additional vertical field. Such studies will be carried
out in the future.
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Fig. 1: Plots of the normalized neoclassical transport coefficients evaluated by DCOM

as a function of the magnetic axis position for v=3.16XIO'Hz in the IN regime (top) and

for v=3.16X 105 Hz in the plateau regime (bottom).
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Fig. 2 Radial profiles of the Fourier spectrum of the magnetic field as a function of the

normalized plasma radius (left) and the variation of magnetic field strength along the

magnetic field line (right) in three typical configurations; R=3.75m (top), 3.6m

(middle), and 3.53m (bottom).
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Fig. 3 Plots of the mono-energetic neoclassical transport coefficients at a half of the

plasma radius as a function of the normalized collision frequency in the three typical

configurations; R=3.75m, 3.6m, and 3.53m.
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Fig. 4 Radial profiles of the effective helical ripple in the R.=3.53m configuration

evaluated by DCOM, DKES and an analytic formula.
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